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MANAGING THEIR WAY TO A BLOCKBUSTER
Sometimes drug development depends on relations between companies.
MANY OF TODAY’S TOP-SELLING DRUGS are
the result of collaborations. Drug alliances
typically involve a drug development company, such as a small biotech, and a much
larger pharmaceutical company. Collaborations allow the biotech to combine its
drug discovery and more focused and
nimble development skills with the funding, regulatory sophistication, manufacturing capabilities and marketing expertise of
the larger pharma company.
These partnerships can be the ticket to
the next blockbuster drug. Yet too often
they fail—not as a result of unsuccessful
clinical trials or other technical reasons,
but because of poor alliance management.
Alliance management is the process
by which parties interact to achieve the
collaboration’s objectives. It involves
establishing governance structures to
address each party’s ongoing commitments, measuring and assessing the
collaboration’s ongoing performance
and adjusting as necessary the collaboration’s priorities, budget and resources
to best achieve its objectives.
When forming a joint venture, parties
naturally focus on the tangible objectives.
What are the therapeutic areas and markets to be pursued? What is each party’s
economic split? Relationship issues are put
on the back burner. Companies sometimes
take a “let’s wing it” approach with little
thought about governance structures.
It’s tempting to keep things simple by making a joint venture a corporation with 50/50
ownership. However, JVs with this governance structure can quickly become dysfunctional. Each partner is able to veto the other
with no pre-agreed way to resolve a dispute.
With each party unwilling to compromise, a
viable drug opportunity can be lost.
Collaborations are different than other
transactions, such as acquisitions. When a

company acquires another’s assets, each
party acts and reacts unilaterally, with
the interaction generally ending upon the
acquisition’s closing date. But in a collaboration, neither party can achieve success
without the other. The parties have to manage their relationship over time and deal
with the unexpected. It’s a marriage with
“prenups,” but no love. Effective governance is the glue that holds the relationship
together and maximizes performance.
One size, however, does not fit all. Governance structures must be tailored to the
concerns and attributes of parties to best
achieve the collaboration’s goals. Differences
between a large multi-national pharmaceutical company and a small development-stage
biotech company illustrate the challenge.
Generally, a large global drug company
has multiple products in development
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and commercialization. Its thousands
of employees are organized by function,
and decision making is diversified among
many executives having different priorities and agendas. Big Pharma is under tremendous pressure to secure good products to ensure a robust pipeline. A large
company culture is typically risk-averse,
fueling a need to maintain control. Its
functional departments have difficulty
conceding “turf” (i.e., areas of responsibility) to a partner, even if that partner is better suited. These traits may create a “not
invented here” bias, where Big Pharma’s
R&D department prefers its own product
developments over those of the potential
biotech partner. This can strain relations,
especially if the biotech is seen by Big
Pharma’s R&D as a potential competitor
invading its turf.
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Typically, the small biotech has one lead
product under development, no product
revenues and fewer than 50 employees with
managers having responsibility over multiple functions. Biotech is unaccustomed
to Big Pharma’s lengthy decision-making
process due to its compartmentalized corporate structure. In comparison, biotech
makes decisions quickly since authority is
generally in the hands of a few top executives having similar priorities. Without
marketed products providing a steady revenue stream, biotech is under tremendous
pressure to monetize its product candidate
as quickly as possible. Its entrepreneurial
culture rewards risk (which may lead to
taking gambles unacceptable to the more
risk-averse Big Pharma). Like Big Pharma,
biotech also has a desire to maintain control,
but for different reasons. Having nurtured
its drug opportunity from creation, biotech
sees the drug candidate as its “baby.” Compounding its anxiety over losing its baby,
biotech may view Big Pharma as arrogant
and bossy, flaunting its significant resources
and attitude of “we know best.”
Recognizing the attributes and concerns
of each partner is the first step in structuring effective governance of the drug col-

n Assign Roles Clearly. Roles and responsibilities of the parties and their representatives should be clearly assigned to prevent
overlap and conflict. Creating governance
structures that require committees to interact can help avoid potential failure. For
instance, the development committee may
be charged with designing and managing
the clinical trials to support FDA approval.
But input from the marketing committee
is critical to the clinical trial design. If the
results of the clinical trials do not support
the labeling indication that marketing needs
to successfully promote the drug, then even
if the FDA approves the drug, its commercialization could fail.
n Maintain Flexibility. Governance structures must allow for flexibility to address
changing conditions. An agreed-upon
development plan for the drug candidate
can initially allocate to each party specific
responsibilities and commit each party to
dedicating specific resources. The collaboration’s development committee monitoring
performance of the development plan can
address changing conditions if it is given
the authority to amend the plan.
n Manage Distinct Cultures. Enhance
the collaboration by aligning each party’s
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els to resolve disputes quickly and to avoid
bottlenecks. Consider who can best make
decisions on what specific matters. A single
dispute resolution procedure, such as arbitration, may not be the best answer. How
can an arbitrator, usually an attorney with
no technical background, decide what is the
best design for the drug’s clinical trial if that
is the dispute? Facing that alternative may
actually encourage the parties to arrive at a
compromise on their own.

It’s a marriage with “prenups,” but no love. Effective governance
is the glue that holds the relationship together.
laboration. Focusing on the following six
components will help create the best governance structures:
n Facilitate Decision Making. Committees composed of knowledgeable and dedicated representatives of the parties provide
a forum for information exchange, discussion and decision making. Each committee
member should have authority within his
or her own organization consistent with his
or her committee’s responsibilities. A single
steering committee is often insufficient. It’s
frequently better to create multiple committees focused on different aspects of the
collaboration (e.g., development, manufacturing, etc.). Special committees may also
be beneficial. For instance, an intellectual
property committee can help ensure that
the collaboration’s IP is prosecuted and
enforced in a manner sensitive to all parties’
interests, especially where the parties have
divided a product candidate’s marketing
rights. Multiple committees with decisionmaking authority build broader consensus
for the collaboration’s objectives.

unique attributes/skills with tasks that
will benefit most from them. For instance,
leadership of committees with more specialized tasks, such as intellectual property, could be held by a member of Big
Pharma with that specialized skill. A committee charged with tasks that require an
intimate knowledge of the drug candidate
or unconventional (i.e., riskier) solutions
could be led by a member of biotech. In all
circumstances a shared philosophy should
be fostered among the parties’ representatives to focus on the collaboration’s objectives and not just their respective companies’ priorities.
n Provide Oversight and Guidance. Governance structures need to provide the parties
the ability to monitor and measure the drug
collaboration’s performance in order to correct problems and keep the collaboration on
course to meet its objectives in a timely way.
n Resolve Disputes. Decision making
and dispute resolution procedures should
be clearly laid out. These should provide for
escalation of issues from lower to higher lev-

Even with the best governance structures,
a drug collaboration will have no chance of
success unless each party’s senior management “buys in” to the collaborative process.
Senior management provides the vision,
links the collaboration objectives to their
company’s strategy, facilitates resources
and eliminates organizational obstacles.
Their input and support, along with good
governance structures, will provide the best
opportunity for a successful collaboration.
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